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Schrade To Offer$1,000 Customized Anniversary Knife
Knife Collecting:

A Sharp
Investment

by James F. Parker
President, The National Knife

Collectors Association

If you have a knife, you
have a great start on a knife
collection. While the trusty
companion that hung on your
side through your last deer
hunt, or the one you have
carried in your pocket for the
last three years, that knife
can become the center of a
collection that can gain you a
nice profit over the years, as
well as trophies and more fun
than you could imagine.
As for the investment, you·

must first realize some hard
facts. The first of these is that
with the increasing restrict
ions with collecting guns,
many of these collectors are
crossing over into knife col
lecting. Second, the number of
knives produced each year is
not growing anything like the
number of collectors. And
finally, with the dollar's drop
on the world money markets
and the rising prices of steel
and other raw material, the
price of knives is continually
on the increase.

What all this means to you
is that every knife you buy
today will be worth more
tomorrow. Many people have
already taken the hint. The
National Knife Collectors
Association has grown from
600 members in 1972 to 10,000
today, and it is grown at an
average of 250 per week. The
NCKA estimates there are
over 50,000 knife collectors in
the U.S. They are all buying
knives, and when the demand
gets high the price goes up.
Aside from the investment

potential, knife collecting is
rewarding for other reasons.
Shows are held around the
country, and winning an
award at one of these shows is
an accomplishment anyone
can enjoy. All they have to do
is buy some knives and dis-

Okyonce in75yearswillyou
be able to own a knife like this.

(Continued on page 8)

The Schrade 75th Anniversary Knife with unique and
luxurious sterling silver shields, commemorates the 75h
anniversary of the Schrade Cutlery Corporation. This
limited edition knife is serialized and will be prized by
astute collectors and investors for generations to come.
At $100, it makes a superb gift for someone you esteem.

To celebrate the 75th
Anniversary of making high
quality knives, Schrade
Cutlery will make a very
limited editionof a $1,000.00
retail knife. This knife,
illustrated in detail on Page 6,
will be a deluxe version of the
standard 75th Anniversary
knife. It will feature solid
sterling silver bolsters,
sterling silver shields and
liners, and custom made
craftsmanship throughout to
enhance its value.
The finely etched blade will

feature the original Schrade
factory as it stood in 1904, and
Shaw-Leibowitz gold overlay.

Each knife is serialized and
comes in a solid walnut gift
box with a brief reference to
otheroutstanding events that
made 1904 a year of distinc
tion. In addition, the back
spring and liners as well as
the blade back will be
handworked by i'erman
Williams and Bob Read.

Mr. Williams of Marion,
North Carolina, probably one
of the foremost restorers ofold
antique knives and custom
izer of new knives in the

(Continued on Page 6)

l'he History
Of Knives

----~----
@

The etched blade of Schrade + Steel captures the
romance of a bygone era when the Brothers Schrade
began making knives in 1904. The genuine sterling
silver shields commemorate our anniversary and

allow you to personalize this once in a lifetime
collectable. The Schrade 75h Anniversary Knife
comes with a beautiful combination gift and
display box.

$9RADE

by Tom E. Moyer

In this,age of men on the
moon and "Star Wars" in the
movie theatres it is possible to
lose sight of the great
influence a simple tool, such
as the knife, has had on the
development of early civiliza-
tion. s

A crude cutting tool, or ;,
knife, was probably one of the
first tools used by primitive
man. From· the first moment
he used a sharp rock to crack a
pterodactyl egg, man has
never stopped looking for
ways to improve on the knife.
In reality, it has not been
man's search for a better
mouse trap that helped shape
society, but rather his search

(Continued on Page 2)
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Dual Celebration At National Sales Meeting--
Schrade's 75th Anniversary& Uncle Henry's 80th Birthday

"Uncle Henry" Baer, Presi
dent of Schrade Cutlery Corp
oration, has reached another
milestone in his long and
gloriouscareer. The acknowl
edged DEAN of our nation's
cutlers celebrated. his 80th
birthday onDecember 24,
1978.
Uncle Henry is both a man

and a legend. It is impossible
to separate the two. He is truly
one whose dedication to the
knife industry has helped
elevate it to its position of
prominence in American busi
ness today.
Anyone who has had the

pleasure of spending even a
few moments in Uncle Hen
ry's company will attest to his
knowledge, enthusiasm and
interest as is being unsur
passed by anyone, even those
many years his junior.
We will take this opportun

ity to say thank you to Uncle
Henry, and wish him a belat
ed HAPPY BIRTHDAY and

(knives). To coin a phrase,
"Necessity is the mother of
invention." And so, the :flint
knife was born. Flint was a
more pliable medium than
stone and man found he could
shape and fashion a more
efficient tool. He also found

,-------------------------------.----------- that by heating this tool in afire it became tougher and
more durable.
During "this period, the

family or tribal unit was
coming into its own. Man had

.begun to settle down. He had
his cave and his fire, he
hunted food and prepared it
with his greatly improved

Ever since the days of early knife. Yet, instinctively he
Romans: the almanac reflected a knew things had just begun.
way of life. Metal was the next great
In those days, messages were step toward a more durable

written on temple walls, 'or and pliable resource with
papyrus brought over from the which to ease his daily chores.
Egyptians. With the introduction of iron
Almanacs became quite popul- around 3000 B.C. man had

ar in England during the 15th truly reached a "Golden Age"
Century and spilled over into the that would revolutionize his
colonies when, in 1639, Captain ]fe.
Pierce published the first Once iron was a routine
Amencan almanac, printed in part of the tool maker's
Back Bay, Massachusetts. te • 1 teel t fma nais, st was no! ar
Over the years, there havebeen away. Steel was truly the one

hundreds of almanacs - some material that revolutionized
political in nature, some reli- our lives. The steel industry,
gious, many patent medicine as we know it today, which is
onented and some, yes it's true,x- ·t ll th b • ~ allrated. actuaily 1e as1s Ior

M • t th h d · ed modern day industry, cameost, ougl, were tesgn bit bi 1fgive good moral guidance with a ou ecause o man s
Benjamin Franklin' ''Po search for the "Better Knife."
Richard's Almanack" making By the 14th century ad
the greatest impact in almanac vances in the steel industry,
history. and therefore in the cutlery
Though not generally known, industry, caused a great deal

Franklin took his pseudonym, of romance and fantasy to

Richard Saunders, from the spring up around certain
popular "English Saunder's forges. The skill of some
Almanac" of the early 1700's. steelmakers was cloaked in
Thus, names lived, died and were more secrecy than surrounded
recycled. the invention of the atom
The name "Farmers" was used bomb. Mythology speaks of

as early as 1714 when N.K. King Arthur's Excalibur, The
Whitamor put out a series. David Singing Sword. It tells us of
Young put out a Citizens and Balmung, the knife with
Farmers Almanac in 1805 and which Sigfried split the anvil
altered the name in 1818 to with one stroke
Farmers' Almanac which has Metals for the famous
continued publishing for 161 Damascus weapons were
consecutive years. This is f red • India D
undoubtedly one of the best org n • )amascus
known of today's almanacs. weapons were produced by

. . laminating high carbon steel
Almanac publications have with milder steel in layers

had a reputation for high moral p1 <, ea ·. "

content, excellent humor - e process 18 still in use
sometimes called corny but never today. . .
porny and its anecdotes. During the early Chnstian
The Old Timer? Almanac, wit} era, production of the dagger,

this initial issue, hopes to con- or sheath knife, was a forge's
tinue this tradition bybringing major product. The dagger
our Schrade family a pot-pourri of was not just a form of
useful information on the protection, but a utensil
making, selling, use and collect- important ·to good table
• fkni

·- -•· • .. , ·····-· ··•"" ·-·· ·"-~ .. ······-· -. ··-· .... ..... - ..... - - .....•},,~-?- .· ·--~~,~... !......._ . 'J'..-'..,·"·#~••I'."/

BEST WISHES for many
more.

FREE
Beautiful Beast

Iron-On
See Page 8

SCRIMSHAW
What Is It?

Whaling was a life that rom whalebone ivory. Generally,
required high qualifications and an officer doled out pieces of
the men who were attached to it whalebone to the crew from the
were beyond the average in stores so that all could benefit.
courage and ambition, renoune- Tools were generally a file, knife
ing the pleasures ashore for and a saw. As natural teeth
the perils, long hours anddepress- presented a rough surface this
ing monotony of long voyages. was smoothed with 'a file and
As it was a major problem then a picture was carefully

keeping the men occupied when drawn with the point of a knife,
not in pursuit of their quarry, the scene usually depicting an
scrimshawing was a welcome encounter between the crew ofthe
answer. The word scrimshaw' whaleboat and a giant whale. To
was created by Yankee whale- make the lines visible, black
men to describe the fashioning India ink was used with an
and etching by hand of articles occasional touch of red. When

this had dried, the surface was
polished with wood ashes.
Although whale tooth was the

commonest item, the busk, or
corset stay was used to hold an
appropriate and tender verse for
a loved one to wear close to her
heart. Although a great variety of
useful objects were created, the
finest and most challenging piece
of scrimshaw for whalemen to
fashion, was the jagging wheel.
This had a delicately shaped
handle, sometimes in the form of
an animal or fish with a fork on
one end and a crimping wheel on
the other. The presentation of
this work of art was considered
the highest token of esteem from.
a Yankee whaleman to his wife or
loved one.

The History ofKnives
(Continued from Page 1)

for a better knife.
175,000 years ago, give or

take a century, man dropped
down out of the trees, stood on
his own two feet, picked up a
sharp stone and went out to

search for dinner. He moved
to a cave for warmth and
protection. Then, he dis
covered fire.
The discovery of fire

followed by the innovation of
cooked foods, created a need
for more refined tools

ALMANACS
A Nostalgic Way

Of Life

(Continued Oft Page 7)
di« t
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BEAUTIES ...
with the heart of

BEASTS!
$ -

The handle of every
Schrade knife is beautiful.
But inside is the heart of a
beast. A beast that stands up
to any test-in the field or on
the job. Because the beast is
tough.
Each and every Schrade

knife is made with over 100
hand operations, with each
hand operation carefully
inspected. We've beenmaking
knives beautifully for 75
years. And every knife, from
the smallest Old Timerto the
largest Uncle Henry®, has
the heart of a beast.

Back at the tum of the
century when many products
were made by hand and fine
workmanship was common
place, the expertise of its
master cutlers . soon earned
Schrade a place among the
world's finest cutlery manu
facturers.
In today's modern Schrade

plant nestled in the foothills
of the Catskill Mountains,
knives are still made accord
ing to the highest traditions of
Custom Cutlery.
Each blade is hand honed

razor sharp. Second and third
generation cutlers make
certain each one clicks ,open
and snaps shut-smoothly.
(We call it "walk" and "talk").

We Use Only The Finest
Materials.

Every part of a Schrade
knife is selected for its proven
ability to meet the highest
standards of quality and
durability. The knife handles
are made of practically
indestructible Schrade Stag
lon @. This special material is
chip-proof, flame retardant
and gives you a comfortable,
sure grip -and it is guaranteed
against breakage--for the life
of the knife.
Our knife blades far sur

pass conventional blades in
cutting ability and edge
holding. Electronically con
trolled heat treating equip
ment assures their uniform
strength and hardness and
two separate hand grinding
operations are performed on
every blade.

Schrade knives are made
from two different types of
blade steels:
HIGH CARBON TOOL

• STEEL: This special a
nalysis high carbon steel is
choosen for its strength and
ability to take and hold an
edge.
SCHRADE + STEEL. A
specially developed, super
hard blade steel that resists
stain and corrosion.

Schrade Pledge
Schrade knives have al

ways been repaired or re
placed if they show either
defective workmanship or
defective material. This has
been the company policy
since 1904, and v:ill continue
to be Schrade policy.

When Vf"' 1 ook at a Schrade
knife, you now why it's a
beauty. Now, you know why
we say they are beasts! '

• I

FREE
FREE
Beautiful
Beast

IRON ON

See

Page 8

Old Timer Knife Almanac

NOW .•. the all new
SCRIMSHAWSERIES!

Continuing the great suc
cess of the previous Scrim
shaw Series that Schrade has
presented, is the New Scrim
shaw of the Great Outdoors
for 1979. The Scrimshawed
Scenes on these great knives
will be produced only during
1979 and will be changed to
new scenes for 1980.
New for this year is the

scrimshawed plaque on the
back of each knife. This area
can be used to personalize the
knife by a Scrimshander or a
local jeweler.
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You may purchase these Schrade knives at most hardware, sportingOriginal soots and deparmenr sores m_your tocal area. '

' ' ' 170T ' NEW' I BOT·OLD TIMER®Knives LockxeAcx ''
w/sheath

t

EST. 1904

SCHRADE
' CUTLERY

Genuine Saw Cut
Staglon Handles

lndlvldually Gift Boxed

5"

$29.50

$15.00

LOCKBLADE
2¾"

51OT
LOCKBACK

w/theath
/

43"

$23.95

$30.00

NEW/ I 25OT
... w/aheath

5¼"

Folding Hunter

33OT

Big Timer

$10.00
Middleman Jack

34OT

3%"

$13.00

61OT

4"

$15.00
SHm Premium Stock

108OT

Junior

125OT
LOCKBLADE
w/sheath

5¼"

$19.95 Mustang

77OT

4"

$11.95

$9.95

Small Game

194OT
LOCKBLADE

3"

Pocket Lockblade

4"

94OT

33/a"

$12.95
Gunstock Trapper

858OT

w/sheath $25.00 Lumberjack

13OT w/sheath
1 8½" (Blade 3¾")

' -

$35.00 Trailblazer

140T w/sheath
8½" (Blade 3%")

el=-
$35.00 rmbenme

15OT w/sheath

10½" (Blade 6"}

$23.95 Deerslayer

152OT w/sheath
7¼" (Blade 3½")

Sharpflnger

154OT w/sheath
7/" (Blade 3")

Drop Point

7

156OT w/sheath NEW/
6¾" (Blade 2¾")

$19.95 Uttle Finger

165OT w/sheath

9½" (Blade 5¼")

$29.95 Woodsman

I teeWay' Knives
• Folding l(nlfe Blades of Rust Resistant Schrade + Steel

4"
$18.95

Guaranteed Against
Loss For

One Full Year
Each Knife·Serialized
lndlvldually Gift Boxed

HS1 Honesteel e SheathHandle

•227UH
w/sheath
5¼"
28.9!

LB7 w/sheath
Ultimate

LOCKBACK
5"

3%"
$16.95 '

Signature Premium Stock

127UH

144UH w/sheath NEW/ 153UH w/sheath

9¼" (Blade 5")
I

171UH w/sheath
10½" (Blade 5%")

$35.00
Golden Spike Pro Hunter;
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The back of each Scrimshaw knife has this $?5$fjfSHA ., ar BOXED
so in«rrourev econ·ii@ vour«ii@_ .N-l, OF THE GREAT OUTDOORS

SCRIMSHAW POCKET LOCKBLADE

$20.00

soosc
w/abeath

5¼"

SCRIMSHAW PREMIUM STOCK

508SC
w/sheath
5¼"

SCRIMSHAW LOCKBLADE
$30.00

SCRIMSHAW FOLDING HUNTER

$12.00

SCRIMSHAW GRAND DAD'S BARLOW

501SC
'

w/sheath

7%" (B8lade 3")

$23.00
. SCRIMSHAW DROP POINT

EST 1904

SCHRADE
I CUTLERY SCHRADE

OPEN STO.CK
233
3%"

136

$8.75

272
2¾"

$8.75

I $12.00

$10.95 $11.95
. .
787 808

$9.50
881V

4"

$12.95

206
3%°

I

I $14,95

834

CH2 $75.00
w/sheath
8" (Blade 3%4

_.. ...... ~

..-. LII7
Schrade Custom Hunter

#226

$10.95

r
_83SY
3%°

7088
2¾"

$11.95
895
3%°

$8.95

$11.95

1 896K

I

STAINLESS"""
,#

KNJVES I

$9.50 I 778RB
2" Stainless

0
0

Sheaths Only
#280

$11.95 I 825RB

498L 9¼"
4Blade 5")

w/theath

. $14.001 asSRB
. 3¼''. Stainless

(Blade 5")

$18.00
$13.50-

Florlat I Oren I • premtum Rancher [ Ranchers Sunday Dress

DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC. •

Due to the uncertain availability of raw materials etc.. merchandise within this catalog-is subject to prior, sale, withdrawal and/or change without notice.
MADE AND PRINTED IN U.S.A. • • ' • ' • • • • • • • • •
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What The Old Timer® Line Really Is ...
Back about 20 years ago, Uncle develop the knives. First, Uncle rugged saw-cut handle for a sure

Henry Baer, President of the Henry talked to people who used grip and easyhandling. Knowing
Schrade Cutlery Corporation was knives throughout the country. that the finest of materials need
driving back from the Ellenville From farmers, ranchers, hunters the sure touch of the best of
plant where the Schrade knives and fishermen. What he was craftsmen, Uncle Henry insisted
are made to New York City with looking for in a knife was some- that only the top cutlers in the
his brother Albert M. Baer, thing that would both combine factory worked on his new line of
Chairman of the Board of the beauty and function and would Old Timer knives. These cutlers,
Imperial Knife Assoc. Compan- perform better than any other many second and third genera
ies, Inc. talking about the product knife on the market. Right from tion masters of their art, combin
that they had just seen being the very beginning, Uncle Henry ed the raw materials that Uncle
made at the Ellenville plant. decided that there would be no Henry had procurred with over
Uncle Henry mentioned to his compromising the quality of his· 100 hand operations to produce
brother that what was-needed in new line. In a time when stainless the first Old Timer knives some 6-
those days besides a 5c cigar was steels were becoming the rage, 8 months after the first conversa
a good old fashioned type of because they kept their good tion during that drive to New
knife. His brother replied, looks, he insisted on a working York City.
That's a good idea Henry and man's blade of high carbon .
that wouldn't be a bad name fora cutlery steel that would hold its Today, the philosphy that
knife line either - the Old edge and yet resharpen easily. began some 20 years ago still
Timer®." With the concept of the carbon holds true and Uncle Henry, the
And so the Old Timer line was steel blade in mind, he added original Old Timer, still oversees·

born in name at least. However, solid nickle silver for bolsters, the making of his line of Old
it took a little 'longer than that to solid brass for linings and a Timer® knives.
!! 111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111

- FREE
Beautiful Beast

IRON ON
See Page 8
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Uncle
Henry
Says

Who invented the folding
knife?.. .It could have been the
Romans and it could have
been the English; you can't
tell for sure.

You hear a lot of different
opinions about who invented
the pocket (folding) knife.
Some say the early Britons...
some say the Romans. The
fact is you really can't tell.
The earliest known folding

knife was found beneath an
old English wall and the
blades had characteristic
Roman markings on them
leading some to attribute its
origin to the Roman con
querors of Briton. However,
the handle had carved de
signs of hare hunting with
hounds on it and that
particular style of chasing
your dinner was never popu
lar with Romans; but was
rather done more by the early
Britons. So, which is the
correct indicator of origin and
ownership? ...The Roman
made blade or the British
design handle? Your guess is
as good as mine, but some
times knowing what we don't
know is as important as what
we do.
Information Source: First
Annual Knife Digest.
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THE QUALITY FINISH ...
on every SCHRADE KNIFE

Sure steady hands, strong
arms braced between the
Grinder's knees, and a great
deal of craftsmanship---are
what ittakes to finish off
every quality Schradeknife.
After the knife is hand

assembled, riveted and the
handles ate in place, it
becomes the Grinder's job to
give it its final form.
Starting at one end of the

knife, the Grinder lays the
back against a special
grinding belt and with a
smooth continuous motion,
rolls the knife along its entire
back from bolster to bolster.
This gives the knife its final
shape and blends all the parts
- springs, liners, bolsters and
handles - smoothly together.
It looks so easy - right up to

the time you set down to try it
for yourself. Suddenlyyou're
all thumbs - first you don't
apply enough pressure and
the knife parts aren't blended.
Now you apply too much
pressure and the strange,
mishaped, once could-have
been knife is good only for
scrap.
All that, of course, if you

don't drop the knife first and
if you master the complicated
movement of the knife over
the belt.
Suddenly you appreciate

the Grinder's skill and
craftsmanship. This is not a
glamorous job, but without

him, a Schrade knife couldn't
be made. His skill is learned
only after a long apprentice
ship, and as you watch him
moving the knife with fluid,
easy movements, you know
you're seeing an artist at
work.

$1,000 CUSTOMIZED KNIFE

March, 1979

Our Anniversary Story
75 YEARS OLD

When it comes to writing about the history of a
company, the product of the company tells the story far
better than any words a writer can put on paper.

Schrade's knives have been carried into four wars -
have been through a depression and good times - have
saved lives and helped the farmer, the cowboy and the
camper in his every day chores-in short, they have been
a part of the American way of life for four generations.
Below are examples of these great knives which our

fathers, grandfathers, and great grandfathers used and
treasured, taken from Schrade catalogs of the 1920's
and 1930's.

GENUINE INDIA
STERLING
SILVER

ENGRAVED
CAP.

PUANK
STER, 'NG SILVER

SHIELD (For Personalizing)

0 STERLING SILVER
ENGRAVED BOLSTER

STERLING SILVER
LINING

STERLING
SILVER

? ENGRAVED

CAP __ [)-----·=5"
• 0--

0 0

@GZZEE@TETEeTaTT) STAMPED STERLING SILVER SHIELD

(Continued from Page I)

country, was recently inter
viewed at his home, which is
about 35 miles outside of
Asheville in the foothills of
the Blueridge Mountains.
Herman Williams and his

wife, Norma, live in Herman's
boyhood home which he is in
the process of restoring.
Herman lists his hobbies as
fishing in the springtime,
camping and hiking and
boating in the summer and
deer hunting in the· fall.
This talented craftsman

comes by his talent with his
hands honestly. His artistry
and skill, which cannot be
taught, • was inherited from
his father, Grant Williams,
who was famous in his own
right in the Carolinas, as a
noted cabinet and furniture

0o

ETCHED & GOLD PLATED BLADE

STERLING SILVER
LINING

STERLING SILVER
ENGRAVED
BOLSTER

maker. From a simple begin
ning, Herman's interest in
knives grew. Most ofhis skills
were self-taught and learned
from trial and error.
Probably Herman's biggest

boost into restoring knives
was from Dave Smith of
Spartansburg, South Caroli
na and J.P. Huddleston of
Maryville, Tennessee who
early in Herman's career of
knives, took an interest in
him, and flooded him with
knives to work with.
As his skill grew, Herman

attempted his first custom
ized knife using an old Daddy
Barlow. Using your standard
factory produced knife,
Herman customized it and
sold it immediately. As first
one person after another saw'

this first knife, orders came in
from all over the country for
Herman to customize other
knives. Without the benefit of
advertising or sales force-just
through the quality of the
workmanship--what started
out as a hobby soon grew into
a flourishing business.

oy 1.. wa+ 4;
those guys
Find outis
(S one o£ +

last
rusha
n

When it comes to custom
izing a knife, Mr. Williams
works with the flow and lines
of the knife. No two knives
come out exactly alike. He
steadfastly refuses to work a
pattern on a knife which will
not enhance the beauty and
value of that knife.

Don't Let Tfila Happen To You -

THE BOWIE KNIFE
Most folks don't know that the original Bowie Knife wasn't

owned by Jim Bowie at all, but was made and was owned by
his brother Rezin (or rather by a blacksmith who worked for
him down in Avoyelles Parrish, Louisiana by the name of
Jessie Cliff). Rezin owned it for many years and used it
exclusively for hunting. Then one day he lent it to his famous
brother, Jim with an eye toward its possible uses as a
defensive weapon. It appeared that Jim was in need of it as he
had been shot at by an individual with whom hehad a serious
argument. It looked as if Jim's troubles in that regardwere not
yet over. Sure enough, he got shot at again and this time as a

. . defensive maneuverto save his life he did the other fellow in
In a day of commercialism, with Rezin's Bowie. According to the Bowie family records,

Mr. Williams' dedication to that was the only time the original Bowie knife was ever used
the art of knife making is by the illustrious Colonel Jim Bowie, or any of his family, for
truly unique. s anything other than a hunting instrument. i I ' ' ! 'I
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Knots In Nylon
Monofilament

DAVE HAWK'S DROP LOOP
KNOT
Tie a simple knot in leader about
5 inches from end and draw it
tight. Pass end of leader thru eye
of lure bringing it back parallel
with running leader. Bend
terminal down and around,
forming a circle below parallel
strands. Pass end around and
thru circle in leadertwice. Draw it

. tight, slowly. Pull on lure and the
jam knot will slide down to the
simple knot, leaving lure at
tached with a loose loop permit
ting it to vibrate or wiggle freely.

THE LEADER END LOOP
or DOUBLE O LOOP
For use in tyingnylon leader to eye
of lures with built-in action,
where a loose loop is needed to
allow lure to swing freely. Tie a
single knot in line 3 inches from
end then run end of line through
eye of lure, and double and back
against standing line, passing
through the loose single knot.
Next, take the end of line, and tie
another single knot, this time,
around standing line. Draw
knots tight, and slowly draw
them together so that they jam
against each other.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The History OfKnives
(Continued from Page 2)

manners.
By the 15th century, Engl

and emerged as the center for
fine steel and cutlery. London,
Hallamshire and Sheffield
were known then, as they are
today, for their knowledge of
the cutler's art. The cutlery
guilds began here, and formed
the basic models for our
present day trade unions.
The creation of the dagger

soon developed into a fine art.
Only those of noble descent
owned daggers to be used
exclusively for dining. These
were hand carved and be
jeweled pieces of porcelain,
ivory and rare metals.
Sheaths were tooled leather
embossed and inlaid. Aman's
merit and character were
judged by his knife and how
well he wielded it.
Cardinal Richelieu taught

that one of good breeding did
not pick his teeth with his
blade while still at the table.
This prized possession

usually bore the family crest
on its handle. This practice
was the forerunner of the
various shields we see on all
quality knives today.
I could go on indefinitely,

but I think the point is clear.
The history of knives, is as old
as the history of man. Man's
search for a better life has
paralleled man's search for a
better knife.
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AGE
of

FISH
CARP

CATFISH CAN BE AGED
BY TAKING SECTIONS OF
THE FIN SPINES OR BACK
BONE AND MICROSCOPI
CALLY EXAMINING THEM.

THIS SCALE WAS TAKEN FROM
A BASS IN ITS THIRD YEAR.
THE FISH WAS 16 INCHES LONG
AND GREW ABOUT 8 INCHES ITS
RRST YEAR AND 6 INCHES
DURING THE SECOND YEAR.

"LIFE EXPECTANCY"

SUNFISH
6 YEARS

OUTER EDGE
2d ANNULUS
OR YEAR
MARK

lt ANNULUS

FOCUS OR
CENTER

GROWTH RATES OF FSyAL[LJ
VARY---THE BETTER THE
FOODSUPPLY, THE BETTER
THE GROWTH.
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STANDARD POCKET KNIVE BLADES

£S A
Pemim Stock Dogleg Muskrot Kihe

WHY A BEAST?
What would you call a knife thathas proven itself time and

time again. A knife that is at home at work, in the field or on
the trail. A knife that is made to stand the test of time, and
has done so for over 75 years aBeast ofburden, a Beast for
punishment, Beastly good knives.
Here is your chance to show everyone your Beast with this

free unique Iron-on.

HOW TO IRON ON YOUR BEAUTIFUL BEAST!
1. Use a white garment of 100% Polyester or a combination of 65%

Polyester and 35% Cotton. Do not use clothing items of 100% cotton,
since Iron-On will fade after one or two washings.
2. Place plain non-porous paper as a protective cover over your

Ironing Board so that excess ink will not stain it.
3. Slip article of clothing over end of iron board so that front or back

is over the protective paper.
4. Place the Beautiful Beast Iron-On face down on the shirt. Put

another piece of plain, non-porous paper over the design to protect
your iron from excess ink. Make certain the Iron-On Print will not slip
when being ironed. A fewpins at the edges should assist in holding the
print securely. -
5. Set your iron on the setting for Cotton (375 degrees). Be certain

your iron is clean and dry.
6. Move the heated iron constantly over the print in smooth, gliding

strokes for about 1 minute. Then allow the decorated area to coolfor at
least one minute before removing the protective paper and the print.

You no have your Beautiful Beast Iron-On!

Laundering Instruction8: No special care is needed to wash your
Beautiful Beast Iron-On garment, other than a caution NOT to use a
chlorine bleach. Wash and dry the decorated garment with other
permanent press clothes. The color of the iron-on will fade very
slightly after the first washing, but therea,ftar sJ,,ould have a good
lasting quality.

. •••- ..•.......... Cut on rhis line .. , , , , • • • • · •········ ········ .
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PARTS OF A POCKET KNIFE

:ra:
d
Screwdriver-coplifte --II -Ilong Clip

Sobe

Clip

Equal End Jock

Pen

c I
Skeepfoot

Electric ion'i

Knife Collecting:
(Continued from page I)

play them in a little better
display than the other col
lectors.
It doesn't take a large

investment on your part. A
complete collection of Old
Timer or Uncle Henry knives
are inexpensive, but make an
attractive display. And the
collector of Schrade made
knives has an added goodie.
Schrade awards a silver bowl
for the Best Schrade Made
Collection at most NKCA
shows.
Commemorative knives, of

which Schrade is a leader
among manufacturers, are
also subject to a special
trophy from Uncle Henry arrd
the Schrade folks.
Many collectors get a kick

out of checking with all of the
hardware stores in their
towns for discontinued
knives, old stamped knives,
and even knives that the
dealer has forgotten to in
crease in price.
Knives are readily avail

able to the collector, at rea
sonable prices, and the poten
tial to gain on his investment
is enormous.
All you have to do is buy

some knives and save them.
The market will take it from
there. While you wait for the
price to go up, join a collectors
club, subscribe to knife col
lector magazines, attend a
few shows, and you will see
firsthand what an enjoyable
and exciting hobby it is.
If you would like more

information I suggest you get
in touch with the National
Knife Collectors Association,
P.O. Box 21070, Chattanooga,
TN 37421.

Your Free
Beautiful Beast

lron-On

SCHRADE'S Scrimshander

Frank Giorgianni

.obs1rdo2 mo1 esvin .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Cutonthis hne··......4.......,,,,,4........°

Frank Giorgianni, the Schrade
Scrimshander has been working
with knives for 27 years. A
Master Cutler in his own right, he
is known through collector circles
for his special series of custom
display knives made for Schrade
and featured at most of the knife
shows throughout the country.
Mr. Giorgianni is also well

known for his painting and blade
etchings. In each Scrimshaw
knife look for his signature. You
will also note further indications
of his art and humor in the
cartoons appearing in the Old
Timer® Almanac.
Frank has developed Scrim

shawing of production knives to

an art. Each of his designs is
limited to 12,000 copies, each
serial numbered and registered at
the Schrade factory.
Mr. Giorgianni points with

pride to his new series of the
Great Outdoors. Each Scrim
shaw is designed to tell a story.
The first knife shows a brown
bear flipping a salmon from a
stream. Other designs he is
working on include a pair of
raccoons as Frank has always
enjoyed their antics.
Mr. Giorgianni says he takes

great pride in creating his
original artwork for Schrade
Cutlery.

TE IMPROVED CLUNCH KNOT A
Fer joining lime to lure, pet end f line threogh
.,. ., •---- ........ It Na ...... ltMlf.
Meale S turns with the loose end around the
........ pert ., .... ehew ,... .............
tween eye el lure and frst coil. Rest, slip the
end back through the loop that has been
.......... llowly ht.
,,. knot Is ,_ .,... ..,._ .....
hels, swivels, end some lures. ht should never
be osed on lures that have built-in action, eas
owy knot drwwn tltht .. the .,. .,f AICII •
lore, kills the action of lure in water. Examples
., -" ._ .,. the Loay ... 1oy.........
Pico Perch, Swimmin' Minnow, Falah, etc.


